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ARKIN ICAPLAN RICE LI,P,
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- against -
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RF,PLY AFFIRMATION
OF STANLEY S. ARICIN

STt~NLEY S. ARK.IN, an attorney duly admitted to practice before the Courts of the

State of New York, hereby affirms pursuant to CPT.,R ~ 2106, the trufh of the following, under

the penalties of }perjury:

1. I am the founding member a~~d majority owner of Plaintiff Arkin Kaplan Rice

LI,P ("AKR" or "Plaintiff '); a law firm now in dissolution. I am also a founding member and

partner of Arkin Solbakken LLP ("AS"). I submit this affirmation: (i) in opposition to the cross-

i~iotion of Defendants Howard Kaplan, Michelle Rice, and Kaplan Rice LLP ("KR") to

da.squalify the law firm of Golenback Eiseman Assor hell & Peskoe I,I,P (the "Golenhock.

Finn"); and (iij in f~~xther support of AKR's application fox a prelimiiaaxy injunction. Except as

otherwise indicated, I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.

I'RI~'LIMINARY STAT~M~NT

2. Contrary to the picture that Mr. Kaplan acid Ms. Rice seek to paint, which is that

our negotiation problems were impeded by my "difficult" or "painful" attitude, the basic fact is

that until very rece»tly, both acknowledged my fain~ess and generosity in helping them build

their careers.

In this affirmation, as well as the accompanying affirmation of Lisa C. Solbakken, the affidavit of Kris
Collins, and the exhibits attached thereto, irrelevant and/or confidential data and the names of AKR associate
attorneys, clients, and vendors have beE:n redacted.
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3. What happened in the last twelve to eighteen months is that I came to the firm

coriclusiori that continuing; to practice directly with Mr. Kaplan ~~-vuld be an unee~mfortable and

unpleasant experience. Although Mr. Kaplan and Ms. Rice lace their papers with non-subtle

su~;gcstians that my age somehow justifies their conduct; I feel strong in mind and .heart and love

the practice. Regretfully, my relationship with Mr. Kaplan has become strained, in part because

he has engaged in conduct which has caused me to no longer trust him.

BACKC.Y2(?UND

4. In 1997, Howard Kaplan joined my firm as an associate. By that time, my firm

was already a highly successful and pr~~table en#erprise. My good fortune afforded me some

recognition among my peers, acid this in turn, has led to a succession o:1 interesting, and at times

sophisticated, engagement~~. "I`his is atl to say that one .might take umbrage with NIr. Kaplan's

claim that, prior to his involvement, I "had a small £irnn devoted principally to white collar and

regulatory representations." (See Affidavit of Howard J. Kaplan in f7ppositioz~ to Plaintiff's

Motion for a Preli~n.inary Injunction, sworn to July 13, 2012 ("Kaplan PJ. Aff."), ¶ 5.)

Distribution Of Profits And Ownership Of AKR

5. «`hile N1r. Kaplan is quick to note that I have been we11 compensates since he

joined my practice, I believe there is little doubt that Mr. Kaplan and l~Is. Rice were treated

generously by me in matters of compensation. Bath acknowledged this on multiple occasions.

Indeed, Mr. Kaplan over the course of our partnership was paid almost $12 million, while Ms.

Rice was paid nearly $9 million. Moreover, I do not believe either Mr. Kaplan ar Ms. Rice

would dispute that each has benefited from the pla.tforn~ of my practice, including, aznang other

thins, client relationships and my exposure to high profile and. saphistic~ted litigations. Mr.

.Kaplan once acknowledged this to nze, stating "it all came from yoLx."
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6. In all events, even Mr. Kaplan does not seriously dispute that I generated by f'ar

the most business for the firm. I1ldeed, even according to data sup~~lied by Defendants' counsel,

the percentage o:f originations and compensation of each AKR partner in the past three years .is

as fc~llows:2

Partner 2049 2010 
.............................i....................

~

.........zU..~.................

_ 
TOrin• Com Ori . Comu' I. Sri . C.OtY1N.

Stanley Arkin 60.33% 41.7Q% 38.10% 39.60°i~ 43.73%
i

42%

Iloward Kaplan 22.80% 18% 24.84% ].9% 30.3$% 20"/0

Michelle Rice 1.21% 16% 3.8% 9.9% 3.fi9% 11%

Lisa Solbakken ~ 1.24% 4.9% 6.32% 7.30% 4.09% 8.40%

Other 14.42% 19.4% 26.94% 24.2°lo 19.11% 18.6"/0

7. This data further reflects that the claim of Mr. Kaplan and Ms. Rice that AKR's

ownership was or is to be determined by business originated by each partner is not accurate.4

(See, e.g., Kaplan 1'I Aff. ~(~ 66, 68.) "l'hat is to say thfit I find. Mr. Kaplarz's claim that his

receivables for the time period January through March, 2{)12, soineho~n~ fundamei~tal.ly alters the

owriersk~ip structure of the firm mi5~uided.

2 I reserve all rights to challenge Defendants' data as set forth in this chart. T further note drat the vast
majority of Ivi~•. Kaplan's and ivTs. Rice's claimed originations sprung from my platform, inasmuch as they made
business connections tt~-ough my clients and others to whom I introduced them, and gained experience on high-
profile cases that I brought to the firm.

3 This includes originations and compensation of AKR's former partners, including Sean O'Brie~i.

If Defendants were con•ect, Ms. Solbakken would have maintained a larger equity interest than Ivls. Kice
for the years 2009-2011. But Ms. Solbakken did not, and was, in fact, paid less than Ms. Rice for this time period.



Perhaps the best evidence of AKR's ownership interests is its most recently filed

Schedule K-1 tax returns (true and correct copies of which are attached hereto as E~.hibit ~},

which reflect each partner's ownership interests in AKR as fc.~llows:

Partner ~~ 2011

Stanley Arkin 43.79
Howard Kaplan 20.00
Michelle Rice 11.11
Lisa Solbakken 8.28
C?ther 16.7929 %

9. According to these returns, Ms. Salbakken and I hold a majority interest in AKR.

These tax returns contain presumably accurate information that pre~~e~lts Mr. Kaplan and Ms.

Rice #rom assei-ling a position in this legal proceeding that is cont~•ary to the declarations they

made under tl~e penalty of perjury on their tax returns.

Negotiations In The Fali of 2008

10. In or about the FaII of 2008, I began to consider a written partnership agreement

as a means to proven[ future disputes, as well as firansitioiiinb my name, my clients, and the

leaders~iip of the fine. Off' course, this also would address the firm's Iiabilitics, such as AKR's

sublease with Ladenbui•g Thalmann. & Co., Inc. ("Ladenburg")

11, I retained Andrew Levy of the law firm Cribsc~n, Dunn & Crutcher LLP to assist

me in corinec;tion with these discussions. My partners chose nat to retain their oum counsel.

12. AKR's attorneys i~z tJzis lawsccit, David Eiser~zajz and Izis firm, hctd no

ifzvulven2er~t whatsoever in these rtiscussions.

13. vlr..Levy and I prepared a draft term sheet outlining; the terms of a written

partnership agreeulent, which we sent to each of AKR's p~rttiers. ~1lthaugl~ Mr. Levy

welcarned comments from each of them, none provided a substantive response.

This includes originations and compensation of AKR's fornier partners, including Sean O'~3rien.



NIy "2-1 Agreement" With Mr-. Kaplan

14. Some discussion did continue between me and Mr. Kaplan, however. By 2010,

he and I agreed to a method of distributing profits bet«peen us. Speci#ically, Mr. Kaplan agreed

to receive oiie dollar in compensation for every two dollars allocated to me. I would therefore

mailitain an equity interest in AKR that was double that of \~Ir. Kaplan (hereinafter the "2-1

Agreement").

My Business Relations~iip With Mr. Kaplan Be~i~is 1'o Deteriorate

15. Ultimately, and despite our 2-1 Agreement, my business relationship with Mr.

Kaplan began to deteriorate in 2010.

16, At or about that time, Mr. Kaplan seemed to have a remarkable animosity towards

anotizer partner of AKR, whom I recruited to the firm with the hope that he would assist my

criminal practice. Mr. Kaplan's relationship with this partner was so contentious that it

manifested in a fists up physical altercation betweeal lie and that partner in June, 2010. The

'`cause" of that striking and painful incident was Mr. Kaplan's claim that the other partner had

iziterrupied him in the course of a meeting with the SEG

17. Not long thereafter, I discovered that Mr. Kaplan used AKR and its attorneys to

provide free legal services and advance expenses to his childl~tood friend without my

authorization. This resulted in a "Cout-tesy Professional Discount" loss of attorney time

atnoturting to alnnost $4QO,000.~ This incident, which I now describe in ].invited terms,

coni~rm.ed to me that I should not trust Ivlr, Kaplan. (_A true and correct ropy of the invoice

reflecting this "Courtesy ~'rofessional Discount" as Exhibit B.)

6 AKR later recovered $36,000 of these expenses.



18. Another factor straining any relationship with Mr. Kaplan was his seeming

inability to tolerate partners that he perceived might compete with him. His treatment of Sean

O'Brien is a promit~ezlt example.

19. The discord that marked Mr. Kaplan's relationship ~n~ith Mr. O'Brien culminated

in a dispute bet~~veen the two at a holiday party in December, 2U l U. Thereafter, I learned that

Mr. Kaplan and Ms. Rice had raised with him a plan to: (i) decrease my compensation; (ii) oust

me from. the partnership; and (iii) form a new firm consisting cif themselves, Mr. O'Brien, az~d

Ms. Solbakken.

20. Tl~is news greatly upset me.

21. I iillmediately called Ms.:Rice. I was unable to reach her, aY~d therefore, left her a

vc~icemail message conveying my anger and sense of betrayal by she and Mr. Kaplan. (See

Aff davit of Michelle Rice, sworn to July 13, 2 12 ("Rice Aff."), ~~cs. A and B; rd. ¶'~ 2-6.) 1.

rarely lose my temper and, indeed, Ms. Rice acknowledged in her response that she had "ne~~er

heard [me] that angry" and "was not sure that the firm, in its current form, would survive." (Id.,

E;c. B; icy' ~( 5.)

22. Presumably this is why Ms. Rice retain~;d a recording; of th.i.s vaicemail message

for almost two years during which it appeared (at least to me) w~e had friendship and a

productive and. professional relationship. ~-Ier retention of this voicemarl was an effort to

embarrass me if the firm brake up and went to litigation, and demonstrates a sly and

hypocritical course of conduct.

23. Ultirnatel.y, Mx. O'T3rien withdrew from AKR in the Su~runer of 2011. Mr.

'.Brien was a partner with whom I had worked closer far almost twelve years. I considered
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him to be an excellent attorney, and indisputably a substantial asset to AKR. f-fe remains a good

friend with whom Y continue to maintain a professional relationship.

24. Mr. O'Brien left because of Mr. Kaplan, as did others before him. My concerns

about practicing with VIr. Kaplan increased ever more.

Discussions I2.esuzne In 'the Fall O~ 2Ul l

25. After Mr. O'Brien withdrew, AKR's partners began to discuss a potential

restructuring of the partnership and retained outside counsel to assist in this regard. Andrew

Levy (who worked with me in 2048) represented me in connection with these discussions.

26. Mr. Kaplan, Ms. Rice, and Ms. Solbakken retained Arthur Ciampi of the law fiiln

Ciampi LLC (Defendants' counsel in this litigation}.

27. Once again, AKR's current counsel (the Golenboci: Firm) had no involvement

whatsoever in these discussions.

28. AKR's partners (and their respective counsel) discussed, among other things,

AKR's liabilities, its ongoing cases and which attorneys should be ~~~orking on them, the

development of Mr. Kaplan's leadership role in AKR; and issues relating to compensation. Ms.

Rice, in particular, advocated a formal way of acknowledging the contributions of a service

partner.

29. As Mr. Kaplan notes, "[o]ne of the more contentious issues during these

diseussioi~s concerned our sublease." (See Kaplan YI Aff ,'~ 9, emphasis added.)

30. What Mr. Kaplan fails to state, however, is that he advocated abandoning the

sublease, thereby forcing our sulandlord to commence a litigation against AKR to recoup the

funds AKR owed under the sublease. This was ironic given that AKR was then representing its
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sublandlord, Ladenburg, in its efforts to collect payment from another sublessee in the same

building. I informed Mr. Kaplan that AKR would not walk out on its sublease with Ladenburg.~

31. Mr. Kaplan next complains that AKR "was [and is) subsidizing the rental

payments of [myj second busiiaess, "I'he tl.rkin Group ("TAG"j, which occupies a substantial

portron ~f our space." (Icy!) But as Mr. Kaplan is aware, TAC is an entity separate from (and

pry-existent to) AS. Pursuant to an agreement negotiated between Mr. Kaplan (on behalf of

AKR) and Susan Varisco (o1i behalf of TAG), TAG pays its awn rent directly to AKR. (Id.) To

rn5~ knowledge, Mr. Kaplan and Ms. Rice never once complained to Ms. Varisco about the

teens of this arrangement.

32. In any event, as Mr. Kaplan notes, the parties exchanged proposals during this

period. (Id. ~ 10.} My proposal was certainly not in contemplation of'any "retirement

package." (Ici'.) A1id contrary to representations made in Mr. Kaplan's affidavit, his

counterproposal. was hardly a "lucrative #ive year deal." {Id.) Instead, Mr. Kaplan presented.

terms whereby I would work fu11 time, pay a substantial percezltage of f1KI~'s rent out of pocket

(in effect personally subsidizing.his space), and, as Mr. Kaplan admits in lii.s affidavit, "cede

substantial control o£the :fizm to [them] and agree that the name of the firm would remaici the

sar~ie e~ren if [I] left tl~e practice of law entirely or otherwise resigned." (Icl. '~( 10.}

33. The counterpro~c~sal, in a word, vas offensive. Thus, by e-snail dated Januazy 6,

2 1.2, I informed AK.R's partners that "I find [theirs proposal completely unacceptable and that I

wish to dissolve the firn~ and will ec~ntinue practice on my awm wish those, whom I choose to

join me." (Id., Ex. A.)

' Mr. Kaplan falsely states that "vur negotiations with our own subtenant broke do~x~n [the year before] in
large part because [I] threatened to sue when the subtenant would not agree to [my] financial terms," (Id.) As a
matter offaet, negotiations with our subtenant broke down after I tasked IVts. Rice with this responsibility, and she
was unable to came to an agreement on acceptable terms.



3~. This e-mail was written in anger, and certainly did not result in dissolutiaxi of the

firm in January or March, 2012. Ta the contrary, Mr. Kaplan admits the parties "continued

[our] attempt to reach some resolution." (Id. ¶ 15.} The parties also continued to practice under

the name of AKR, use associate attor~ieys and staff who were on E1.KR's payroll aild were

compensated by AKR, and take distributions from AK:IZ. Discussions continued throughout this

time period.

Mr. Kaplan Stiffs AKR Mediator

35. Ii1 or about March, 2012, AKR's partners jointly retained a retired partner of a

prominent law firm to seiwe as a mediator. As Mr. Kaplan acknowledges .in his aff davit, the

mediator "attempted ever the course of the next six weeks to reach some common ground."

(Id.) The efforts, unhappily, were ultimately firtile.

36. In April and May, 2012, AICR received invoices for the mediator's ser~~ices on

ou.r behalf during this period. (A true and correct copy of these invoices is attached hereto as

F,xhi.bit L.) Ivlr. Kaplan refused to authorise A.KR to make any payments to the mediator due to

uslsubstantiated and unwarranted allegations that our mediator was really acting as my personal

attorney. Mr. Kaplan then insisted that Mr. Ciampi (his awn lawyer) he paid as a condition for

authorizing payment to the mediator, who Mr. Kaplan otherwise admits we agreed to `,jointly

retain[]." (Kaplan Aff.'~J 15.)

Our Duty to Be Prudent ror The Benefit of Creditors

37. Mr. Kaplan claims that my refusal to allow t~KR's partners to take draws acid

distributi~t~s during tk~is period refilects that I am "completely inflexible" and "unseasonable,"

and that I tried to "starve [he and Ms. Rice] out," while advc~eatii~g that AKR's collections

should be used to pay rent. (Id. ~¶ 16-17.)



38. In fact, AKR's partners did not receive draws end distributions during this period

because there was more than a $1 million shortfall from the sazi~e quarter the prior year, nKR's

checking accou~lt was overdrawn by almost $5,000, we owed payments to various vendors and

the sublandlord, and the parties were contemplating a potential and immiiYent dissolution.

The Formation Of KR and AS

39. On .May 1'7, 2012, Kapla« and Kice began their view law fir►n, Kaplan Rice I.,LI'

{previously defined, "KR"). On May 21, 2012, an AK.R employee, on behalf of Ivlr. Kaplan,

informed Kris Collins (AKR's office manager) that six of AKR's eight associate attorneys and

two pa~•alegals should be transferred tc~ KR's payroll.

40. Ms. Solbakken and I are continuing a practice under the name Arkin Solbakken

LLP (previously defined, "AS").

41. Ms. Solbakken and I are also attempting to wind up AKIt's business by

marshaling A.K.IZ's assets and paying its obligations to creditors.

Misdirected Alte~~tans Of A "Firm Within A Firm"

42. Mr. Kaplan asserts that Ms. Solbakken and I "secretly set up a `firm wifhin a

arm,"' azsd then "commenced a surreptitious campaign to transfer the assets of [AKR] t~ [our

new firm]." (Id. ¶¶ 22-39.} In particular, Mr. Kaplan complains that ~~,~e usuaped t~K:K's

Federal Tax ID Number (~vhich my firni has used since 1994), and then transfzrred its

malpractice insurance to AS. (Id. ~I¶ 22-23.} This claim is an extreme mischaracrtei~izacion of

facts known to Mr. Kaplan.

43. By e-mail. dated April 30, 2012, Ms. Rice sent me ``two options [in connection

with. AKR's malpractice insurance]: someone takes over the [AKR] policy and, with it, is liable

for the past acts of malpractice, if any; or everyone gets a .new policy and we all buy a tail to
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cover past acts." (A true and correct copy of this correspondence is attached hereto as exhibit

D.)

44. In fact, as Mr. Kaplan aclxiowledges in his affidavit, M.r. Kaplazl and Ms..Rice

suggested that the "most economical strategy" wrould be to transfez• E1KR's malpractice

insurance policy to their ~zew fz~m. (Kaplan PI Aff. X123.) As I understand it, in order to d~ so,

KR would aced to use AKR's Federal Tax ID Number and be a "successor" as defined by that

policy.

45. In any event, I rejected this proposal, explaining that "[t]here is no way yoL~ are

[sicJ Howard will e~~er be denominated my `successor' in any form or content." (Id.}

46. Ms. Rice responded to me in a follow up e-mail, stating that:

[Successor] is a tez7al that [the insurance broker] uses, not us. Frankly, I
don't care wlzo gets the policy. I think it is• silly far anyone to busy a lc~il.
Aid I said that very same thing to you.

Icl. (emphasis added}.~

47. Thereafter, on or about May 4, 2012, AKR's insurance broker explained. to my

counsel (which was still Mr. Lcvy at that time) that it would be best for both KK and. AS if one

of these firnis retained AKR's policy because fail coverage is expensive. Ms. Solbakken

advised me she agreed with Ms. Rice's and Mr. Levy's view that we should attempt to avoid

purchasing an expensive tail.

48. It is remarkable to zne that, in the face of Ms. R.ice's representations just a fetiv

months ago, N1r. K aplan feels comfortable claiming that Ms. Solbakken and I "commenced a

surreptitious campaign" to transfer AKIZ's malpractice insuraYice to ourselves. Mz~. Itaplan's

claim is undercut by, among other things, the following facts:

x 7 forwarded my April 30, 2012 correspondence with Ms. Rice to Ms. Solbakken and Ms. Collins, who were
primarily responsible for securing malpractice insurance.



• We understood that, by May 17, 2012, KR had in effect a ne~v professional
liability insurance policy (otherwise KR's attorneys would not and could not have
continued to practice law after that date).

• Ms. Rice represented iri her April 30, 2012 e-mail to me that she would not care if
AKR transferred its malpractice insurance policy to AS. NIs. TZice's e-mail also
reflected her view that this AKR's n7alpractice insurance is a liability (rather than
an asset); and the term '`successor" as defined by AK.R's insurance brokerage firnl
carries no legal import.

• AS notified AKR's insurance broker of the new name of its firrri, but made no
changes whatsoever to the policy's coverage.

• AS did not direct that the insurance broker remove Mr. Kaplan's or GIs. Rice's
names from the policy. Mr. Kaplan's statement t~ the contrary in his affidavit is
false. (See Kaplan PI Aff. ¶ 39.)

~ l~,.S ~:nsured KR's attorneys would still receive coverage under the policy, and that
AS and KR could still purchase "tail" coverage.

• Mr. Kaplan and Ms. Rice rlo not identify any purticulaf• hartya resulting from
our prsrported m~sco~t~luct in tftzs regard.

49. I dispute Mr. Kaplan's claims that Ms. Solbakken or I did anything im~ruper in

conziectian with AK.R's Federat Tax TD Number, its insurance, its vendor contracts, or its

payroll accounts. I refer the Court to the accompanying Affirmation o:f' I.,isa L. Solbakken and

Affidavit of Kris Collins for a summary of additional facts that may be relevant to these claims,

and incorporate those facts herein by reference.

SU. I do feel compelled to note that Mr. Kaplatl now demands that staLf members

remazn on AK.R's payroll during the wind up process. With the eYCeption cif Kris Collins, I do

not believe that any staff member does anything relating to winding up AKR. 1 believe Mr.

Kaplan's mandate was issued to save KR money at the expense of the dissolving AKR.

1Vloreover, Mr. Kaplan's present position directly contradicts his lawyer's remark that'such

9 It bears noting that AKR's professional liability insurance policy is financed, such that even if it is

terminated, AKR is not entitled to a refund because the unearned. premiums go to the lender.
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individuals are not, in fact, necessary to winding up. {A true and correct copy of this

con~espondence is attached hereto as Exhibit E.)

Mr•. Kaplan And Ms. Rice Block .Payments B~~ Unilaterally
Gaining New Appra~~al .Eti~hts Uver AKR's Sank Accounts

51. On June 18, 2012, counsel to Mr. Kaplan and Ms. Rice de~iianded that Ms.

Solbakken and I agree "without any conditions by no later than tomorrow morning that zlo funds

wr1I be withdrawn from tlae AKR accounts without dual si~;naturc;s." (A true and correct copy

of this correspondence is attached hereto as Exhibit F.}

52. We responded that we were "amenable to a formal arran~er~ient that would

require two signatures, une from [Mr. Kaplan and Ms. Rice] and one fi~orn [Ms. Solbakken anct

I~," but requested confirmation that Mr. Kaplan and Ms. Rice would not use this arrangement to

prevent AKR from paying its obligations under the sublease. (1~' }

53. Mr. ICaplan's and Ms. Rice's counsel refused to contizm this, expressing their

vie~~s that AKR "does not even exist at this .point," and that 1 am "certainly not entitled to use

the [AKR] funels to pay rent ...." (Irk }

5~. Instead, on June 19, 2012, Mc•. Kaplan sent a letter to Signature .E3ank,10 which

resulted in the bank instituting a process whereby payment an every check written by AItR

must be approved 6y aII four partners on a daily basis. (A true and correct copy of this letter is

attached. hereto as Exhibit G.) As discussed in detail in my opening affirmation, Mr. Kaplan's

10 Tn mid-June, 2012, Mr. Kaplan was well aware that: (i) AS was in the process of sitting up its ne~~ firm;
(ii) for a limited tinge period AS's associate attorneys would remain on AKR's payroll while AS vas setting up its
own; and (iii) AS would reimburse AKR for any payments made to these two associate attorneys. Despite this, Mr.
Kaplzn's "revelation" of these facts certainly did not necessitate his letter to Si~nawre Bank. (Kaplan PI Aff. ~!~ 3U-
32.) Nor did they justify his and Ms. Rice's persistent, dishonest rant claiming misappropriation in reglyd to that
utterly innocent course of conduct. Particularly when Ivu•. Kaplan engaged in a substantial (nearly ~40U,000)
concealed misappropriation to benefit one of his childhood "friends."
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and Ms. Rice's conduct in this regard prevented AKR from meeting at Icast three significant

obligations to its creditors and caused substantial and imminent harm.

a5. On June 20, 201 , my counsel demanded, among other things, confirmation that

Kaplan and Rrce would.:

Consent to AF~12's making pa}~ment of approximately $300,Q00 that was due in
.Tune pursuant to its sublease. Failure to make this ~rayment exposes AKR in
eviction or other legal action.

Consent to AKR's paying a Cumtnercial Rent Tax for the period June 1, 2011
through May 31, 2012, due to the City of'IvTer~v York in thy, amount of x;15,058.
That tax payment was due on June 20, 2012. I'ailw•e to make this payment results
in a penalty.

Enter into AKIt's billing system their time entries for work performed in the
month of April and between May 1 and May 17, acid instruct KR associates
{formerly of AKR) to do the same. Each of these individuals was paid by AK.IZ
during this period, and the receivables for these services is an asset of AKR.

(A true and correct copy of this letter is attached hereto as Exhibit H.)

56. In respotlse, Mr. Kaplan and Ms. Rice confirmed that "AKIZ will not be payi~lg

[June] rent." (See Kaplan PI Aff., Ex. M.} Mr. Kaplan's statement in his affidavit that he and

Ms. Rzce "were never asked to authorize the payment of the ,Tune rent bill" is therefore false. (Id.

x(48.)

57. Mr. Kaplan and Ms. Rice changed their tune only after we informed them that we

would seek court intervention if they did not agree to the payment. But even then,':VIr. Kaplan

and Ms. Rice conditioned their willingness to pay some of fhe June and July rent on an

agreement that "neither KR nor [AS] are charged for this rent as well." (A trite and correct copy

of this e-mail is atfiached hereto as .Exhibit I.) We could not agree to this condition, since it

would require giving up Altiit.'s xight to be reimbursed for the occupancy of its premises. 1

' ̀  I insisted that AKR pay the full June rent payment using AKR receivables, and then KR and AS would
each reimburse AKR for their use of this space. 'therefore, KR would not have to pay twice fo.r June rent as Mr.
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58. "Ib date, Mx. Kaplan and Ms. Rice have refused to approve the payment of the

Commercial Rent TaY. (See, e.g., Kaplan F'I Aff.'~ 43). They have also failzd tc~ enter in AKR's

billing system their time entries fot~ work performed in the month of April and between May 1

and May 17, 2012, and continue to wiChh~ld the tine entries of their associates for work

per'#armed between May 1 and May 17, 2012. It is astonishins to me that they would have the

"chutzpah" to bill AKR clients for services by associates compensated by ~K.R, and while this

action is pending.

59. Moreover, Ms.:Rice claims that I am sorn~how "inflexible" because I refused to

allow her uew law .fiirm to bi11 my clients. (Rice Aff. !J¶ 7-8.) "I~hese clients retained AKR —not

KR. And while I have no doubt that Ms. Rice would. be more than pleased to convert these

receivables, I decli7ie to approve of Phis beforehand. Receivables generated before Mr. Kaplan

and :NIs. R.i.ce launched their ne~v ez~terpz•ise belong to AKR. This is more than a matter of

common sense and ethics.

60. In all events, recent invoices sent to me by Ms. Rice confirm that KR opened new

matter numbers for AK1Z clients and apparently are billing faz their services on their behalf

without my authorization. {.A true aid correct copy of these invoices is attached hereto as

E~ibit J.) 'Phis is despite the fact that the associates for which KR bills their services were paid

by AKR during; this same period.

61. I did not learn that KR billed AKR clients until Mr. Kaplan and Ivis. Rice served

their affidavits in response to the instant motion. I am tremendously dis~.ppainted that they

would bill time to their new firm that indisputably resulted from work from AKR lawyers. This

is a misapprop.rzaiion of funds awed to AKR and its creditors. Moreover, it is with some

Kaplan suggests. (Kaplan PI Aff. ¶ 49.} iv1~r. Kaplan also clainxs that b0°/a of AKR's pre-f\pril 1 receivables were
generated by KR attorneys. (Id.) This could not possibly he true, since KR did not launch until Iviay 17, ?012 and
AICR continued to pay KR attorneys through that data.
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audacity that IvTr. Kaplan asks this Court to allow him to send flpril bills on. behalf of KR in

order to receive and obtain money that is owed to AI R.

NIr. Kaplan's And Ms. Rice's Obligations Under
The Sublease And Wrongful Disassociation

62. The sublease is directed at making AKR the basic and primary obligor. Phis is

fortified by, among other things, the following facts:

• The purpose of the sublease was for AKR to sublease office space far its business
operations.

+ The AKR space was never used by anyone for the conduct of personal business.
It was always; and still is, law firm space.

• All extensions of the sublease resulted from notices provided icy AKR and not any
of the individual partners.

• Throughout the entire term of the sublease, Ladenburg sought to collect rent
payments from AKIZ (not me or any AKR partner in his or her individual
capacity).

"Throughout the entire term of the sublease, Ladenburg sent invoices to AKR (not
me or any AK.R partner in his or her individual capacity). (A true and cor~•ect
copy of an invoice from Ladenburg to AKR f'or the month off' October, 2011 is
attached hereto as Exhibit TC.)

• Throughout the entire term of the sublease, AKIZ's rent payments were paid by
AKR (~iat .me a~~ azly AKR partner in his or her individual capacity). (A true and
correct copy of check for payment of rent form AKR to Ladenburg for the month
of October, 2011 is attached hereto as Exhibit L.)

63. At na point has any partner of AKR (other than Mr. Kaplan and Ms. Rice) ever

claimed that 7 am a "primary obligor" under the sublease, prior to this lawsuit. My

understanding and intent at the tine I signed the sublease and its amendments was that I was

acting as a guarantor, as I am simply one of several individuals jointly and severally liable for

AKR's obligations under the sublease (as are Mx. Kaplan and Ms. Race).
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64. In fact, Mr. Kaplan's and Ms. Rice's rights and obligations under the sublease are

the sanle as niy own (i.e., if I am a "direct obligor," then Nt.r. Kaplan and Ms. Rice are also

"d.irect obligors"), except that the sublease provides that Mr. Kaplan and Ms. Rice may be

"deemed to be released from this Sublease by the landlord ati of the [date of withdrawal from

AKRj and shall have na further rights or obligations under• this Sublease from and after the

[date of withdra~~al from AILR]."

65. The sublease is understandably silent on Mr. Kaplan's and Ms. Rice's rights a~zd

obligations to AKR in the event of dissolution. And here, the parties do not dispute that, otl car

before May 17, 2012, AKR dissolved and began the wind up process.

66. Notably, at nn point in time have Mr. Kaplan or Ms. Rice notified me that they

were withdrawing from the firm. Instead, they purport to have provided notice of their

withdrawal to the sublandlord, Ladenburg. on June 26, 201 ~ —long after AKIZ dissolved and

commenced the winding up process. (A true and correct copy of their notice to the sublandlord

is attached hereto as Exhzbit M.)

67. Mr. Kaplan and NIr. Rice did so ~~ith the .hope ~f triggeriYig what they view as an

"escape hatch" to tic liability the~~ assumed under the sublease.

b$. As Mr. KaUlan concedes, Ladenburg (rightfully) "reject[ed thin ~vifihdrawal

notice," and accused. Mr. Kaplan axed Ms. Rice of "intentionally interfering with the payment of

rent." (Kaplan PI Aff., Ex. O.) Ladeliburg also noted that Iv1r. Kaplan and Ms. Kice kiave no

right to occupy the space other than as a member of its subtenant, AKtZ. (Icy.)

69. In sum, Mr. Kaplan and Ms. Rice seek to withdraw from an entity that has already

dissolved and is winding up, for the sole purpose of protecting themselves from liability. The}~
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did not withdraw before the dissolution process. tlnd by waiting until after it has conin~enced,

they have foregone their right to extinguish their obligations to AKR and its creditors.

70. I dispute that Mr. Kaplan's and Ms. Rice's claimed ~vii:hdrawal from AK.[Z is

effective at law or equity. I am aware of no authority that would allow partners of a limited

liability partnership to withdraw from a law firnl post-dissoliitioii specifically for the purpose of

avoiding personal liability. ~` I am hard pressed. to see hnw they can abdicate their obligations

under the sublease of a dissolving entity, yet at the same time look t~ obtain th.e benefits of any

a~.id all of the dissolving entity's assets.

71. "Their core position is that they get assets, but no liabilities. What Mr. Kaplan. anal

Ms. Rice hope to accomplish is a diversion of assets from f1KR's creditors, and into their own

pockets.

Ntr. Kaplan and Ms. Rice Remain In AK:[t's Premises, But Refuse To Pay Rent

72. As described in AKR's papers in support of the insiarit motion: (i} Mr. Kaplan

and Ms. Rice are doing daily business as KR, with fve associate attorneys, two contract

attorneys and several staff members, in AKR's leased space; anal (ii) in a letter, dated June 29;

201?, Mr. Kaplan and Ms. Rice took the position that the sublease "does not require [them] to

leave the space or otherwise pay rent". (A true and correct copy of this letter is attached hereto

as Exhibit N.)

73. Unable to defend this position to the Court, A~Ir. Kaplazl and .Ms. Rice now claim

for the first time in their opposition to the instant application —that KR will pay $20,000 per

month in rent begin.nr.ng in August, 2012 (even though KR used and occupied this space since

mid-A~Iay, 2012). (Kaplan PI Af£ T 77.) A~Ir. Kaplan's calculations are fl~.wed and do not

cot~lpensate AKR for its cost to pay the sublandlord.

i~ This is because the entity remains obligated to its creditors even after a dissolution process is coanmenced.
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74. In particular, I do not understand why TAG's operation in the space in any way

affects KR's use and occupancy of this space. 'I~AG is a separate entity that pays rent to AKIZ

for its use and occupancy of this space pursuant to a sublease nebotiated by Mx. Kaplan (on

behalf of AKR), anti Ms. Varisco (on behalf of TAG). Mr. Kaplan's disingenuous analysis is

plainly an effort to minimize his payment obligations to AKR and, ultimately, to ~1KR.'s

creditors.

7.5. Ntoreover, while Mr. Kaplan notes that KR has located new office space and

anticipate that [KR] will shortly he entering into a new sublease" (rd. '~~ 79), he fails to identify a

move-nut date. Therefore, AKR is deprived of the opportunity to mitigate its damages by

subletting the space now occupied by KR to others.

CONCLUSION

Fvr these reasons, and these described in the accompanying papers, on behalf of AKR I

respectfully request that the Court: (i) deny Defendants' motion to disqualify AKR's counsel in

its entirety; and (ii) grant Plaintiff s application for a preliminazy injunction in its entirety.

Dated: July 18, 2012
New York, New York
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